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John Fowler wins SBP election

OPINIONS

The end of “Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell”
“If evangelicals truly ‘loved the
sinner and hated the sin,’ why
haven’t they been leading the
repeal efforts?”

WORLD

Fowler, Birt
plan to serve as
liaisons
By Hannah Beers
Staff Writer

voiced conﬁdence that their in-

volvement on campus will continue without them in the positions of SBP and VP.
“I know that God will bring
something else along,” Wheeler
said. “I know something will
open up somewhere in my life.”
Chang is thankful for the ex-

The votes are in, and juniors
John Fowler and Kayla Birt are

perience of running for the position.

next year’s Student Body Presi-

Fowler and Birt will now be-

dent (SBP) and Vice President

gin the process of interviewing

(VP).

new student leadership for Tay-

“We’re committed to the students ... and committed to ful-

lor Student Organization (TSO)
positions.

ﬁlling our roles with excellence,”

Birt said the campaign pro-

Prostitution at the
World Cup

Fowler said about the positions.

cess renewed her appreciation

“‘Prostitution would help make
the World Cup a success and
would help cut incidences of
rape,’ parliament member of
South Africa said.”

A ﬁnal debate took place in

for the campus community after

the union Wednesday night.

receiving so much support, even

Candidates re-presented their

from people she didn’t know.
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Recession
down?
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getting

you

“Cost-saving tips on how to
make your money pile go back
up.”

IN BRIEF
Taylor hosts NCAA
speaker
On Tuesday, March 9, Taylor
CMB (Communication, Media,
Business) is hosting Erik Christianson, Director of Public and
Media Relations for the NCAA.
Christianson will be on campus
to speak to students about his
career journey, his role at NCAA

platforms and answered ques-

“We see this as a service, as

tions posed by their opponents,

a form of worship,” Birt said.

the audience and the current Ex-

“(It’s) a sacriﬁce, not only for

ecutive Cabinet. Students voted

the campus — but ultimately

via TOWER for their choice, and

for God. And that’s why it’s so

the winners were announced to-

humbling and why we’re so hon-

day.

ored.”

Current SBP Jordan Bolte

“I’ve been learning a lot about

holds a unique point of view, be-

myself, and I’ve had more op-

ing on the “other side” of an SBP

portunities to articulate my idea

campaign.

of leadership and what my lead-

“There’s a lot more clarity

ership skills are,” Chang said.

from my perspective,” Bolte said

Fowler attended Habecker’s

following the debate. “Once you

address to student leaders on

get into the position you realize

Tuesday, and said he expects the

what’s realistic. I’ll be interested

SBP/VP roles to involve serving

to see what’s accomplished next

as “liaisons” between adminis-

year.”

tration and students in times of

Opposing candidates juniors

change.

Nate Wheeler and Liz Chang

“There’s going to be a lot of

wished to thank the campus for

changes in the school, and (it’s)

their time and participation in

something we’ll need to reset

the campaign process. They both

Luke Shuman
Junior John Fowler has been elected student body president for the 2010-2011 school year.
our mindsets for,” Fowler said.
Bolte said he hopes students
get involved, and keep the stu-

dent body president and vice

posed to talk to. If you have a

president accountable.

problem — go talk to them,”

“The SBP is who you’re sup-

Bolte said.

Mystery of smell in Reade uncovered

and his involvement with March
Madness. Christianson will be
speaking in Rupp 101 at 7 p.m.

SOURCE OF SMELL

All majors are welcome to
attend.

NORTH WALL OF READE

Student-directed plays
Auditions for the four spring stu-

Sewage pipe
was causing
the smell

and ended up just trying to fol-

By Alissa Goeglein
Life & Times Co-Editor

began to unravel the odiferous

low up on that,” Greg Eley, facilities services director, said.
The follow-up investigation
garnered results that slowly
enigma, beginning with uncovering the ﬁrst set of blueprints.

dent-directed plays will be held
Monday, March 8 and Tuesday,

WOMEN’S
BATHROOM

March 9. Auditions will be in

Scott

MEN’S
BATHROOM

origin of the mysterious odor
in Reade in in January. Bragg

120 CLASSROOM

p.m. on Tuesday. Callbacks will

superinten-

dent of maintenance, found the

10-minute slots from 6:30-8:30
p.m. on Monday, and from 7-10

Bragg,

was shoveling snow off Reade’s

be held on Wednesday from

south entrance when he noticed

6:30-9:30 p.m. Students audi-

the familiar smell.

Over 15 years ago, Bill Stoops,
a former director of the university’s facilities services, went on a
cross-country journey to recover
the blueprints that were lost in
a ﬁre in the old maintenance
building in 1993. Dozens of
Taylor construction blueprints

tioning should come prepared

“He discovered the source by

with a one- to three-minute

literally crawling on his hands

monologue. Sign-ups will be

and knees and smelling. He

Stoops traveled to various archi-

available in the Communication

thought, ‘why is it out here?,’

See SMELL, page 2

burned along with the building.

Arts Department.

Habecker announces annual tuition increase

WEEKENDWEATHER

Percentage
increase same
as last year’s

PARTLY CLOUDY

SUNDAY
50˚/35˚

RAINY

for next year.

hardships of its own.

“Now we have what I have

In addition to admitting fewer

been calling a year of grace to

freshmen and transfers each se-

get it right and to make some of

mester, Taylor graduated 16 stu-

the hard decisions that are going

dents midway through the year,

to result in structural changes,

creating a loss of 45 students for

either in our programs or in our

President Eugene Habecker

the spring semester. When that

policies or in some of our pro-

announced a 3.9 percent raise in

loss is combined with an extra

cedures that we use at Taylor,”

tuition for the upcoming school

$700,000 spent on ﬁnancial aid

Provost Steve Bedi said.

year Tuesday. The raise is the

this year, the budget comes close

same as this year’s—the lowest

to a $1 million shortfall.

The administration is looking
at summer repair costs by about

in over 30 years—reﬂecting the

Part of the unbalance for this

$200,000, and is determin-

board’s desire to keep students’

year was corrected by the ad-

ing ways to save energy. Ideas

costs low.

mission of former Fort Wayne

include offering more morning

“I think the days of higher tu-

campus students. Their tuition

classes, leaving fewer academic

ition rates like we used to have

is tracked on a separate budget,

building lights on at night and

are gone,” Habecker said in a

so Taylor plugged those dollars

closing faculty ofﬁces for longer

meeting with student leadership

into some of the regular budget’s

over Christmas break.

Tuesday evening. “I think you’re

holes and used reserve funds to

According to Vice President

going to continue to see conser-

ﬁll the rest. However, because

for Business and Finance Ron

vative numbers as we look to the

each year’s budget is based on

future.”

the previous year’s spring se-

See TUITION, page 2

TUITION, ROOM, BOARD,
AND OTHER FEES

$33,355

SATURDAY
47˚/25˚

versity is going through ﬁnancial

$32,104

SUNNY

still looking at a $1 million gap

$30,898

By Bethany DuVal
Co-Editor in Chief

mester, the administration is

$29,360

TODAY
40˚/ 21˚

As the board keeps student
expenses low, however, the uni-

07/08

08/09

09/10

10/11
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Students survive accident involving semi-truck
Injuries sustained
in wreck caused by
icy roads
By Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor
Sophomores Kalyn Lantz and Becca
Gillespie and junior Emily Herrmann
slid through an intersection off I-69,
because of the icy conditions, last
Friday. The car was hit by a semi-truck
and immediately broadsided by another
car.
“There’s nothing like seeing a semi

come at you and not being able to do
much about it,” said Lantz, driver of the
vehicle. “We saw it from quite a ways
away. We just had no control.”
When Lantz realized she could not
stop, she attempted to turn into a ditch
to avoid the semi, but her car had no
response.
“It runs through my mind pretty
much constantly throughout the day,”
she said. “It was the scariest feeling
ever.”
After the side airbags deployed from
the collision with the other car, the
front airbags also deployed when the
students ﬁnally came to a stop after
hitting two or three trafﬁc signs.
Herrmann, who was in the back seat,

suffered a concussion and a broken
pelvis in two different places. Gillespie
suffered a partially collapsed lung, and
Lantz escaped with only a few minor
burns from the airbags.
“It’s that phone call you never want
to get,” said Tim Herrmann, father of
Emily Herrmann and Taylor professor.
“Kalyn’s driving and side airbags are the
two things that saved their lives. Kalyn
really handled the situation well.”
Gillespie and Herrmann were both
taken to Huntington Hospital by an
ambulance. Hours later, the students
were transferred to Parkview Hospital
in Fort Wayne. Gillespie was released
from the hospital Sunday afternoon.
Herrmann was released Monday

Envision showcases talent

afternoon and is still recovering at
home.
“[My mom and I were saying] we’re
just so grateful that I’m sitting in the
hospital with a partially collapsed lung,”
Gillespie said. “I’d much rather have to
deal with my injuries than … what could
have happened.”
According to Skip Trudeau, dean
of student development, the Academic
Affairs ofﬁce was contacted soon after
the accident, and individual faculty have
been great in making accommodations
for Herrmann, since she is currently
unable to return to classes.
Trudeau also stated that the outcome
of the accident was nothing short of a
miraculous intervention.

“I don’t know that you’re ever
prepared to hear these kinds of things,”
Trudeau said. “It potentially could
have been in the same scope [as the
Taylor van accident four years ago],
but it wasn’t.” Lantz and Gillespie both
expressed how grateful they were that
the accident was not worse than it was.
Both agreed that God was protecting
them that day.
“Getting hit by a semi … it could’ve
gone so much different,” Lantz said.
“It’s scary, and there’s a lot of emotional
things that we’re still working through,
along with the physical, but God’s
hand has been all over it and been very
present. We’re so thankful for that.”

SMELL, from page 1
tectural and engineering ﬁrms, making
copies of the original blueprints.

burned in the 1993 ﬁre.
Upon exploration, it was discovered

Reade, coincidentally, was undergoing

that Reade’s sanitation line does not

a renovation to convert its heatilator

ﬂow into the ﬂoor line, but into the base

units to HVAC, a modern air-condi-

drain that runs around the entire build-

tioning system, the same year. Updated

ing, sloping right under the air ducts.

blueprints were produced and the old

When toilets in the ﬁrst ﬂoor bathroom

ones were ﬁled away.

were ﬂushed, they pressurized the line

When the mysterious odor in Reade,

and pushed out small amounts of sew-

familiar to education and English ma-

age that drained and fumed right be-

jors, became more constant and per-

neath the air ducts, resulting in the in-

sistent, facility services retrieved those

famous odor.

blueprints. The prints revealed a set

But two weeks ago, Bragg and Rob

of air ducts from pre-HVAC Reade,

McNeal, a contractor from Bernett Me-

originally designed to carry fresh air to

chanical, solved the problem by cutting

classrooms 118, 119 and 120. These air

into the concrete and disconnecting the

ducts now served an inverse purpose: to

sanitation line, preventing any ﬂow to

carry stench.

the base drain.

Maintenance deduced from the

“We did that two weeks ago and it

blueprints and smell that the conden-

was like, immediately — we haven’t had

sate drain line, or sanitation line, was

a problem with the odor since,” Eley

Mike Saunier
Junior Kelsey Getzin and seniors Ryan Klaver and Ryan Gates accept the award for Best Documentary in
Mitchell Theatre on Friday night.

the source of the smell wafting out of

said.

something I have struggled with for
so long,” he said.
The documentary “Amend” was
the runaway darling of the night,
winning four awards: Best Picture,
Audience Choice, Best Long Film
and Best Documentary. The story
details World War II veteran Chuck
Holsinger’s journey of ﬁnding
forgiveness and being a smalltown hero. The ﬁlm was produced
by senior Ryan Gates, directed by
Klaver and edited by junior Kelsey
Getzin.
“I was absolutely shocked to win
four awards. I thought we might win
one, but it never occurred to me that
we had any chance of winning more
than that,” Getzin said.
“More than anything, receiving the
awards was a huge encouragement.
...” said Klaver. “It was encouraging
to know that people liked the ﬁlm
and appreciated all of the hard work
we put into it.”

Festival presents
the power of a
well-told story
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
The Envision Film Festival proved
successful once again this year.
The festival featured workshops
that educated and inspired students
and had a ﬁnale of ﬁlm screenings
that showcased students’ storytelling
skills. The festival had an emphasis
on ﬁlm scoring (the use of music in
ﬁlms) as well as the opportunities
ﬁlm presents for delivering messages
of redemption, hope and change.
Throughout the day on Friday,
workshops taught students on areas
as diverse as “using art for social
change” to the details of moving to
Los Angeles.
“The entire ﬁlm festival was a

great experience. It was a blessing
having Luke Barnett, Mateo Messina
and Brian Armes [professionals who
hosted workshops] with us for those
two days,” said senior Ryan Klaver.
“It was great to hear what they had
to say and have them experience the
weekend along with us.”
The capstone event was the ﬁlm
screenings and award presentations
Friday evening. The night included
nine student ﬁlms that were up
for awards, such as best editing,
best high school picture and best
documentary. The ﬁlms ranged from
a documentary about small-scale
locomotive trains to an action ﬁlm
about a soldier genetically infused
with super strength.
Junior Matt Morgan, who won
best screenplay for his ﬁlm “Open
Mic Night,” was surprised when his
entry was selected.
“Screenwriting has always been
the hardest part of the production
process for me, and it was very
encouraging to be recognized for

the ducts. But the original construction

However, he remains cautious: “We

blueprints showed that the condensate

are very hopeful that we found what

drain line ties directly into the ﬂoor line

was causing the odor in Reade. In the

that serves for normal water drainage,

past, we have gone three to four months

which should not affect air ducts at all.

without having it, and then ‘boom,’ it’d

The construction blueprints were incorrect.

be back. That’s why I hesitate to say
with certainty that it’s ﬁxed.”

The missing piece to the puzzle was
something Bill Stoops was not able to

Many students noticed and are optimistic about the change.

salvage: the contractor’s as-built blue-

Freshman Suzy Ensch said, “I re-

prints, which show exactly how the

member walking into Education in

building, including the heating/drain-

America one day earlier this week and

age system, is constructed. Construc-

thinking, ‘Wow, it actually smells okay

tion blueprints, different from as-built

today.’”

blueprints, detail the pre-construction
model. Reade’s original as-builts were
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Sutherland, administration is also de-

us, we’re kind of behind the curve,”

think of cost-saving measures for their

termining how to work better with stu-

Sutherland said.

own organizations as well as academic

dents who graduate in fewer than four
years.

The admissions ofﬁce is forming new
recruitment strategies for three-year

and administrative departments across
campus.

“One thing we know about families

students. Administration is evaluating

“These are the days, really,” Habeck-

and students is they’ll ﬁnd a way to

academic programs to make sure stu-

er said, “when we need to do a better

do what they would like to do and ac-

dents can transfer courses from other

job of listening to each other, learning

complish that best meets their budgets

institutions and can ﬁnish in four or

from each other, and to be listening to

needs. So if we wait for students to tell

fewer years.

that still small voice of the Holy Spirit

Habecker encouraged students to

say, ‘Here’s the way.’”
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e-mails you delete.
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South Africa debates over World Cup prostitution
By Laura Vela
World News Editor
The preparation for the World Cup
has much publicity, not only for the
games, but also due to South Africa’s
consideration of legalizing prostitution
during the month-long event.
The discussion began as early as 2007
when plans for the World Cup were set
in motion. It is the ﬁrst time an African
country will host The World Cup and
the addition of prostitution could draw
more income.
During past major sporting events
around the world, such as the Vancouver Olympics, countries considered the
impact of the sex trade industry. Representatives of South Africa said the
trade could increase the overall World
Cup income.
“Prostitution would help make the
world cup a success and would help cut
incidences of rape,” George Lekgetho,

parliament member of South Africa,
said in and interview with BBC.
When Germany hosted the World
Cup in 2006, the country had similar
forms of entertainment, but made no
plans to legalize the trade. Their policy on prostitution, however, sparked
a large debate because additional sex
workers were called into Germany due
to demand.
The Federation Internationale de
Football Association (FIFA) and governing body of the sport does not claim
any connection to the sex trade issues.
Legal and moral discussions have
been tied into a routine preparation for
the World Cup: security.
The police department needs to think
about safety for athletes, spectators and
dignitaries. According to the New York
Times, there were 55,000 new police
ofﬁcers recruited. The government also
has new equipment including helicop-

zi, member of the IFP Youth Brigade
branch, said to BBC.
Not only are there strong protest
groups against the legalization of
prostitution for the event, but there is
concern that the country will allow the
trade to remain legal after the games
end.
According to the BBC,
Despite the sex trade industry’s impact on economics, a growing health
concern is the spread of AIDs. South africa has one of the world’s largest AIDs
populations. There are around 5 million people with the disease in South
Africa alone.
In the past, the country has promoted family values and standards of
morality. Legalizing prostitution would
negate the message they have worked
hard to send.

ters, command vehicles and body armor. The total amount of money spent
comes to around $88 million.
The police rounded up “streetwalkers” and raiding brothels in preparation for the Cup. In addition, there was
an attempt to make the areas around
strip clubs and escort agencies accessible and safe.
The Inkatha freedom Party (IFP) is
an organization that wants democratic
forces to use different approaches to
peacefully accomplish its goals. Some
of those goals are to foster the spirit
of unity among black people in South
Africa, stamp out corruption, exploitation and intimidation, and to ensure
the observance of freedoms and human
rights.
“Plans to legalize Durban’s red-light
districts before the 2010 World Cup
should be condemned in the strongest
possible manner,” Pat Lebenya-Ntan-

Witherington challenges deﬁnition of worship
By Christen Gall
Contributor
Biblical scholar and author Dr. Ben
Witherington III lectured on the book
of John on Tuesday evening, gave an
informal Question and Answer session
on his writing Wednesday afternoon
and spoke on the topic of worship in
Wednesday’s chapel.
Witherington’s lecture on the Gospel of John was widely attended and
stimulated some interesting questions
during the ending Question and Answer time. One attendee asked how
someone could argue that a book written by humans is from God.
“The Bible has been under the scrutiny of the greatest minds in the past

2,000 years,” Witherington said, after
singing the ﬁrst line of “Our God is an
Awesome God.” “The Bible is a human
book, but it is also inspired by God.”
During chapel, Witherington continued with his direct style of teaching, slipping easily into song when he
criticized Christians for becoming too
friendly with God and for choosing
where to worship based on a church’s
personal value.
“Worship is about what [God] desires and requires,” Witherington repeated frequently.
Witherington teaches classes on the
New Testament at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, Ky., and has
written over 40 books, mostly on the
New Testament. He has co-authored

three pieces of ﬁction with his wife,
Ann.
“She’s my best critic,” he said. Witherington calls his novels “archeological thrillers,” but does not claim that
they are great pieces of American literature. Witherington criticized some
popular Christian literature, though,
and gave some advice to writers in the
audience.
“If you want to be a writer, you need
to read great literature,” Witherington
told professional writing majors in attendance. Witherington also encouraged writers to know themselves well,
regardless of what kind of writing they
did.
Dr. Ed Meadors, Professor of Biblical Studies, was instrumental in bring-

ing Dr. Witherington to campus. Meadors chose to study Witherington’s
commentary on Revelation during the
J-term trip to Turkey.
“He’s uniquely proliﬁc,” Meadors
said about Witherington. “He’s written a commentary on every book of
the New Testament. My opinion is
that his commentary on Acts is one of
his best.”
After Meadors heard that Witherington spoke at Huntington University recently, he took action to bring
him to Taylor.
“It happened last minute and the
funding came from several departments,” Meadors said. “It speaks well
of our departments on campus.”

“... we must be absolutely sure
that progress is being made. We
must be moving from what is a
unity, transitional government to
free and fair elections.”
-British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown talks about the sanctions against Zimbabwe

On This Day in History
March 5
1623

The first alcohol temperance law in the colonies was
enacted in Virginia.

1750

“King Richard III” was performed in New York City. It was
the first Shakespearean play to
be presented in America.

1770

The Boston Massacre took
place when British troops
fired on a crowd in Boston,
killing five people. Two British
troops were later convicted of
manslaughter.

1836

Samuel Colt manufactured the
first pistol (.34-caliber).

1918

The Soviets moved the capital
of Russia from Petrograd to
Moscow.

www.on-this-day.com

Iranian alpine skier takes
step for women’s rights
By Laura Vela
World News Editor
At 21 years old, Marjan Kalhor was
the ﬁrst Iranian woman to compete
in the Olympic Winter Games. She
was also given the honor of being the
team’s ﬂag bearer. It was the ninth
time Iran participated in the Olympic
Winter Games, and they were the only
team sent from the Middle East.
Kalhor joins the ranks of women
working to gain the rights to compete
in the Olympic Games. The ﬁrst Iranian woman to compete in the summer
Olympics was Lita Fariman in 1996. In
2008 at the Beijing Olympic Games,
Homa Hosseini, a female rower, was
also given the honor of being the ﬂagbearer.
The main concern for the sport was
Kalhor’s ability to retain her Islamic
dress code during the games. She
achieved this by wearing her headscarf under her helmet. The objection
was raised about the appearance of a
female skiers’ knees, but it was not as
intensely debated.
Kalhor knew the risks of competing. Mahbooba Ahadyar, a 19-year-old
runner, received death threats during
her training for the Olympic Games in
2008. Even though she wore a head

scarf and long trousers, she was forced
to seek political asylum in Norway.
The International Olympic Committee decided in the fall of 2009 that any
country that prevented a woman from
competing would be sanctioned.
Kalhor participated in Alpine Slalom and the Giant Slalom. Training
for these events is difﬁcult in Iran. Although the country has two mountain
ranges, the season for snow is short
and the sport is not widespread.
Kalhor ﬁnished her run in 1 minute
36.87 seconds, 21.75 seconds behind
Elisabeth Goergl of Austria. Her attitude was well prepared; she did not
expect to earn a medal, but wanted
to improve herself and represent her
country in the Games.
According to an interview with a
reporter from the ofﬁcial Vancouver
2010 Web site, Kaljor said, “I was very
excited, and I said to myself that I can
improve my performance and qualify
for other events.”
Although she did not receive a medal,
the stand she did take has helped pave
the way for future women Olympians
of the Middle East. There are reports in
the Middle East of girls as young as 14
preparing for the 2012 Olympics.

Security helicopter crash
Utah- One of two helicopters traveling to North Carolina on Wednesday
crashed in a mountainous area of Utah.
The accident occurred after the helicopter provided security at the Olympics. Three people were airlifted to local
hospitals.

Oil tanker threat
Singapore- Malacca Strait, one of the
world’s busiest shipping lanes, may
be the target of an unnamed group’s
attack. A third of global oil shipments
pass through the strait. Singapore’s
navy stated that they believed the terrorist’s intent is to get publicity.

Temple stampede
India- At least 61 people were killed in
a stampede last Thursday. According
to CNN, a temple in New Delhi was offering free food and utensils. The large
amount of people eager for food caused
the main gate to fall which resulted in
the deaths.

Earthquake hurts economy
Chile- The 8.8-magnitude earthquake
in Chile resulted in the destruction of
several storage tanks full of wine at Bisquertt Winery. The vineyard lost about
20,000 liters of red wine. The area where
the quake hit provides 70 percent of the
country’s wine production.

Voting triggers violence
Iraq- Two polling stations in Iraq were
attacked by suicide bombers during
early voting on Thursday. The election
that begins ofﬁcially on Sunday is for
the national elections. At least seven
soldiers and seven civilians have died.

Ships stuck in ice
Baltic Sea- Two passenger ferries and
two cargo ships got stuck in ice in the
Baltic Sea. As a result, nearly 1,100
people were trapped. Ice breakers
worked to free the ships but freezing
winds hindered their efforts. Attempts
are still being made to free the boats.

Oil station bombed
Nigeria- An oil ﬂow station in the Niger
Delta was damaged in a bomb attack
on Tuesday. The station was a Royal
Dutch Shell PLC station in an area that
was supposedly under a government
amnesty program’s control.

WORLD

Taliban commander captured
Pakistan- Another senior Afghan Taliban commander has been arrested.
Agha Jan Mohtasim was captured by
Pakistan’s intelligence agency, and is at
least the ﬁfth Taliban leader to be captured in recent weeks.
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This
Week’s
BuzzWord:
Recession Chic
Cost saving tips on how to get the
biggest bang for your buck

By Sarah Billman
News flash: Our economy is not in the greatest of
shape. Our pockets are feeling a bit empty, our wallets are not as fat as they once were, and suddenly
we are forced to make ends meet by saving whenever possible.
I know, you’ve heard this all before, and it’s starting
to sound like a broken record. But, the truth is, for
college students, especially those who drop a cool
thirty-two thousand George Washingtons a year, it’s
always a time to save--it’s always a recession!
Never fear, though! There are solutions a-many that
will dime-consciously spice up your life until the
USA zooms back to “boom” on the business cycle
(or graduation comes).

Fashion
DIY- Put your savvy knitting skills to good use during these cold winter months. After a little practice
and a lot of faith, you or any layman can fabricate
a pair of homemade, hippy-esque mittens in less
than 20 minutes (give or take) for under $2.
Enrich your life- Mary Kay specialists suggest that
a simple coat of Mary Kay’s Ultimate Mascara and
a touch of lip-gloss can go a long way. No need to
bother with other make-up. Less is more! Such an
easy way to freshen up for spring!
Thrifty Threads- Sport the $3 crewneck sweatshirt
from Wal-mart and see the casual couture woman
in you come to life. Available in a wide variety of
colors and sizes.
Shine Redefined- Polish off your look by mixing old
nail polish colors to invent new, personalized ones.
The latest and greatest fusion: Smokey Vogue a la
Mode.

Food
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Hot off the (french) press- A group of coffee connoisseurs head to Starbucks every Monday to celebrate what they call “Get Happy Mondays”. Not
only is it a guaranteed good time, but they also use
their resources wisely. Did you know Starbucks
will give you a free cup of joe in return for an empty
1-pound coffee-bean bag?
Missed IHOP’s Free Pancake Day? Well, don’t wait
till next year! Opt for a better option. Second East
Olson and their brothers, Third West Wengetz live
the dream every month when they join together
and make their own pancakes in Grace Olson’s
kitchen. So au jour.
Cheap eats- Places like Kay’s Pizza, Jackie’s Family Restaurant, and Southside Diner seem to fall
under the radar for the common food junky. Wine
and dine at your own risk. Complete meals here
are a steal- less than $5. Compliments to the chef!
Kiss me, I’m Irish! Take a journey across the pond
or better yet, up 1-69 to Love’s. Shamrock Shakes
are indeed back and better than ever. Don’t forget
your spare change- an extra 30 cents will kick your
shake up a few notches into a double-stuff OREO
league of its own.

Editors’Travels

Five-Buck Club– Truly a deal for the avid movie
go-er. At participating locations, Kerasotes offers
an attractive list of mainstream movies for only $5.
Check out fivebuckclub.net and sign up for free!

Concannon’s Bakery and Cafe, Muncie, Ind.

Ride on over to the Rodeo- Watch a group of daring
men (or be one of them) saddle up as they attempt
the 8-second challenge every Friday Night for a
mere $8 at the Grant County Fairgrounds. ‘Save a
buck’ coupons available at Handy Andy and Ivanhoe’s. Get rowdy, y’all!

X Marks the Spot- Check out Rescued Treasures!
The name says it all. A local thrift store full of odds
and ends and hidden gems that will entertain you
for hours. On weekends, college students get a
50% discount off of already extremely low prices!
Located in Gas City and Marion.

Get your groove on- IWU’s McConn Coffee Co. is
pleased to announce their new concert series
titled, Crema (the best part of a shot of espresso).
This is where some guys from school, have a band
and try real hard. They play until their fingers
bleed every Wednesday night starting at 9 pm.

Have you seen the Hotdog Man? While you hustle
the streets in Muncie, take a stroll to the intersection of Dill Street and University Avenue to purchase your very own chili cheese hot dog from “The
Hotdog Man,” Mark Carter. Purchasing this nearly
famous dog was ranked #51 in Sports Illustrated
“The 100 Things You Gotta Do Before You Graduate”
in 2003. Carter sets up his make shift cart stand
most nights, but don’t bother going before midnight- he only caters to night owls.

Still strapped for cash?
Fill out a bracket and enter into a March Madness
pool, go salsa dancing in Indy ($7), paint pottery
in Muncie ($3 and up), thoroughly explore campus
(just not the tunnels), dabble in some of Taylor’s
senior art exhibits (visit Metcalf and the Galleria,
March 5), cheer on Fort Wayne’s hockey team, The
Komets ($8), and attend the new musical Where
Fortunes Lie (IWU, March 18-20, 25-27, $6).

Timmy Huynh

Meet your commanders-in-chief

Yesterday, SBP and SBVP canidates John Fowler and Kayla Birt gave an informal
interview on everything from celebrity crushes to presidential office decor hopes.
Today, they are the new leadership for 2010-11.

Next stop: Gun and Knife Show, Ft. Wayne,
Ind. at the War Memorial Coliseum

Interview by Alissa Goeglein
Life & Times Co-editor

AG: Alright, let’s get this started.
Describe your running mate in one
word.
JF: Gregarious.
KB: [Jumping and clapping] Oh! I get a
good word!
JF: See what I mean.
AG: Yes, exactly
KB: Let’s see. John … is … hmm. I want
a good word. John is surprising. He surprises you.

This not-nearly-exhaustive list has hopefully left
you without excuse to have a recession-ally chic
good time with your friends/lover. With just a little
ingenuity and the company of stellar friends,
anyone can make a dollar out of 15 cents.

JF: Is that good?
KB: Of course! Come on.
AG: OK, switching gears — first celebrity crush?
JF: Oh gosh.
KB: Scott from The Buttercreek Gang. I
loved him. I thought he was so cool!
AG: Ah, me too! I loved him.
KB: I own the DVD.
JF: I’m just gonna let you guys have
your moment.
AG: Sorry. John?
JF: Honestly, I don’t think I had one. I
was always way too serious about girls.
AG: So you cared about them too much

Professor makes musical comeback

to ever call it a “crush”?

JF: Yeah. My first real crush was when I

AG: And sitting in that desk, what’ll

was in middle school. She was a redhead

be your first step as President?

named Hannah … I liked her a lot

JF: We’ll need to start hiring people for

AG: So it that your haircolor pref-

TSO--get that whole process moving.

erence for women?

KB: Wait, the real first step will be me

JF: It honestly doesn’t matter to me.

texting him from the meeting tomorrow

AG: Good answer. Kayla—is it tall, dark

to tell him whether we’ve won or not. He

and handsome?

won’t be there.

JF: Is that like the girl version of the

JF: I’ll be singing for Corale.

same question? What if he’s tall, dark,
handsome and a total loser?

AG: On the flip side, say you were

AG: No, no. All I’ll say is that he must

to lose the election, any “last

love Jesus and love me.

words”? What do you have to tell

JF: Period.

the student body while you still
have microphone and spotlight, so

AG: Speaking of, I’ve heard you’ve

to speak?

seen your fair share of period dra-

JF: Wait, I don’t know. Funny or seri-

mas.

ous?

JF: Honestly, I’ve seen the extended ver-

AG: Either way, you have the micro-

sion of “Pride and Prejudice” five times.

phone.

I have four sisters, it’s not even my fault.

JF: I’d want to tell them to feel free to

It’s something I can always offload and

scribble mustaches, hats, whatever on

be like, “Oh—my sisters...”

my campaign posters around campus.

KB: You can’t keep blaming it on your

In fact, I’d like it to be a creative contest

sisters.

of sorts. Bring them to my room and win

JF: I didn’t watch “Pride and Prejudice”

prizes.

five times out of my own volition.

KB: See, he’s very surprising.

AG: Say, hypothetically, you win
office. What’ll be the first thing you
put on your desk?
JF: All I know is that I’m gonna have a
big bowl of jelly beans on my desk.

Dr. Jim Spiegel opened for Taylor band Future Lance and the Slippery Slopes at concert last night
by Adrienne Chaudoin
Life &Times Co-editor
Dr. Jim Spiegel, professor of philosophy and religion, joined Future Lance and the Slippery Slopes in a concert in the Union last
night. Spiegel opened the concert with all original songs and joined
Future Lance and the Slippery Slopes in their final songs for the
night.
Campus has not heard Spiegel’s musical ability for over 10 years,
so why the sudden comeback? Spiegel says it was because of Future
Lance and the Slippery Slopes’ lead singer, senior Lance Hill.
“He just wore me down, and I finally gave in,” Spiegel said. “But
I’m so glad I did, because he and the others are quite gifted and a lot
of fun to play with.”
Hill says the same about Spiegel. “Having Spiegel brought about
a patience to the group. He freely offers his opinion and keeps us
humble. Everybody in our group respects him.”
Even though Spiegel is willing to practice and perform with students, his specialty lies in recording music.
“From what I understand,” Hill said, “he loves the concept of cre-

Bergwall
residents win
local cook-off

Three Bergwall men win trophy
from the Upland Fire Dept. for
tasty chili
by Adrienne Chaudoin
Life &Times Co-editor
Sophomore Mike Nafziger had never cooked chili
in his life, but that didn’t stop him from entering the
Upland Volunteer Fire Department’s chili cook-off.
Seeing the ad in the SEG-way News, Nafziger asked
Jake Drake, hall director of Bergwall Hall, and senior
Matthew Russell to help him make some chili.
Using Drake’s recipe found in the Southern Living

ating a permanent object that his grandchildren can interact with
someday.”
Spiegel agrees that he recorded a lot of music over the years to
create a body of work to pass on to his children and other future
generations.
“I’ve often thought about how cool it would be to have recorded
music from my ancestors,” Spiegel said. “With digital technology,
there’s no reason that one’s music can’t be heard by others centuries
from now. It’s just one way that I can pass on my worldview to my
descendents.”
Spiegel’s worldview is shown throughout his songs. He says he
finds inspiration in everything and his songs portray that with varied lyrics “from love and goofy humor to politics and philosophy.”
Although Hill and fellow senior band member Matt Morgan claim
this night to be Spiegel’s “comeback show,” campus will only see
him perform about once or twice a year. He wants to spend as much
time as he can with his family, but Spiegel says a combination of his
family and his musical talents could be seen in the future.
“My 7-year-old, Sam, is already an impressive drummer, and I
think we’ll play together on campus sometime soon,” he said. “Also,

magazine, the three men of Bergwall Hall modified
the recipe to add their own flair. Their taste was the
same as Upland’s, and they took home the gold. Winning first place out of 11 chilies, they were awarded a
trophy and the satisfaction of having the best chili in
Upland, Ind.
“I love getting involved in the community of Upland,” Nafziger said. “There are a lot of things that
you can do to get involved with the community.”
Checking the SEG-way News frequently, Nafziger
encourages his fellow students to get involved. Following the cook-off, the Fire Department held a chili
dinner where the community could taste the chilis and
donate money to help pay off the new electronic sign
in front of the station. Nafziger, Russell and Drake
brought eight other Bergwall residents with them.
“I think the community was really happy to see
Taylor kids involved,“ Russell said.
If you want to taste the award-winning chili, check
out “Mike’s Hearty Chili” recipe and try making it
yourself.

my oldest son, Bailey, is coming along on piano. So we have the
foundations of a band right there.”
With Spiegel’s plan for limited concerts, last night’s show was a
rarity. Future Lance and the Slippery Slopes say this may be their
first and last show.
“It’s frustrating because it’s going to be a really fun show,” Hill
said before the concert, “but we can only play once.”
Future Lance and the Slippery Slopes started two years ago during Second East Wengatz’s shower open house, with the two original members, Hill and Morgan. Feeling it would be too pretentious,
they didn’t have a name for themselves, but after adding seniors
Justin Rutzen, Jake Long, Julia Carroll and junior Chris Murphy for
the concert last night, they felt they needed one.
“Naming it was more tongue-and-cheek, really,” Hill said. “I had
an e-mail from myself once, foretelling my future, and it was signed
‘peace and love, Future Lance.’”
Last night’s concert was well-received, and although Taylor University may not have the opportunity to hear Future Lance and the
Slippery Slopes again, students can keep a look out for future concerts and albums from Spiegel.

If you’ve given up dessert for Lent, don’t even
read this. Concannon’s Bakery and Cafe on the
outskirts of Muncie will not disappoint a chocolate
lover— or a donut/pie/cookie/baklava/ice cream/
homemade bread-lover either.
We were greeted by rows of cakes and pastries
and a daunting assortment of homemade chocolates. Some reviews say this 51 year old bakery
is famous for their donuts others say their cakes.
Whatever it may be, no one has given them lower than a 4-star review. The only complaints have
been that they’re not open on Sunday’s and they
stopped delivering their donuts to the nearest gas
station.
The cafe looked good too—a turkey/cranberry
wrap stood out on the menu, although we were
dessert connoisseurs this time around.
It’s a nice environment to sit and talk, and room
for a decent-sized group. Well worth the drive. You
can check out their Facebook group or Googlemap “4801 W. Baker Lane, Muncie, IN” for directions.

PEOPLE TO LOOK FOR AT THE OSCARS
Gabourey Sidibe
Carl Fredricksen and Russell from “UP”
Na’vi natives
James Cameron
Fantastic Mr. Fox
The Coen Brothers
Daniel Day-Lewis
Statler and Waldorf in the balcony

The producer from “The Hurt Locker”
Clint Eastwood
“The Prawns” that live in District 9
Any rapper turned actor
Matthew Broderick
Carrot Top
Voldemort
Trekkies

!

YO, ADRIENNE

(AND ALISSA)

Yo, Adrienne!
Why did the bachelor pick Vienna Girardi over
Tenley Molzahn?
-Wanna-be Bachelorette
Dear Wanna-be,
You’ll be interested to know that the season
finale of “The Bachelor” had a strong connection with Taylor University other than playing
in every room, suite and lounge of the girls’
dorms. Tenley Molzahn, the woman who did
not get picked by bachelor Jake Pavelka, has
Taylor roots. Her parents, Robert and Beth
Molzahn, are Taylor graduates.
I did not watch “The Bachelor” this year, but
I think the Taylor community shouldn’t be offended that Taylor offspring didn’t get chosen.
I don’t think anyone who gets rejected by a
guy who dates and makes out with 25 girls
over the course of a few months should be
offended. But all the “Team Tenley” members
out there are in an outrage. From what I’ve
heard and read, Vienna wasn’t the favored
bachelorette, and even Jake’s family was
more impressed with Tenley.
In the end, Jake chose the girl he felt the spark
with and told Tenley that something inside his
heart was fighting him.
Honestly, I don’t think it matters much anyway. According to an AOL article, 15 of
the 18 Reality TV show couples have
broken up. So, no matter whom Jake
chose, it doesn’t have a very good
chance of lasting.

Answering your
questions one round
at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com

s

Dream

Chili Cook-off Recipe:
"Mike's Hearty Chili"
Chili:
2 1/2 lb. lean ground beef
2 (14.5 oz.) cans fire-roasted, diced tomatoes
1 15 oz. can tomato sauce
1 16 oz. can black beans, un-drained
1 16 oz. can large red beans, un-drained
1/2 diced fresh onion
1/2 diced red pepper
1/2 diced green pepper
Juice from 1 lime
Garlic (to taste)
Crushed red pepper (to taste)

Seasoning mix:
3/4 cup chili powder
2 Tbsp ground cumin
2 Tbsp dried oregano
2 Tbsp dried minced onion
2 Tbsp seasoned salt
2 Tbsp sugar
2 tsp dried minced garlic
Begin with 1/2 cup of seasoning
mix; add more to taste

Frank's hot sauce (optional, to taste)
2 Tbsp Ancho chili powder (optional)

Comic illustrated by Brent Clouse

Hopeful hand brushes,
encouraging eye contact,
and stirring second glances

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@

gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an missed
connection of your own or one of your friends, send us a brief
recap of the encounter. Include the time, location, story and
any other useful information, and we’ll turn your words into a
comic in next week’s issue.
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“The Crazies” and
By Eric Skala
Ninety percent of horror films today
come in two flavors: terrible and horrible. Between movie fans who hate
bad movies and movie fans who hate
getting scared, the horror genre has
withered into an old shell of its former
self. In all the hype and hoopla that the
current film industry lives on, we end
up missing the strongest of the horror
bunch that remains creative, spooky
and without Hollywood’s financial
blessing.
One of the people to blame for the
horror debacle is Michael Bay. His
production company, Platinum Dunes,
has been buying and re-making horror
franchises since 2003, focusing mostly
on slasher films. Their most recent
release, a remake of “Friday the 13th,”
was full of gratuitous sex and violence
(which made it one of the best slasher
films ever, according to the slasher
formula).
Slasher films have never defined
horror and are a type of exploitation
film that is directed right at young
males; they include bloody bodies and
seductive women. Even the best of
the slasher genre (e.g. 1978’s “Halloween”), can’t escape their own cliches.
Despite it being the genre that gets the
most money tossed at it, it is also the
weakest.
A close cousin of slasher horror is
torture horror, which for some reason
continues to make money off of titles
like “Saw” and “Hostel.” For all their
revenue, a whole lot of people hate the
films.
Horror should not be judged by
these films either. This genre should
have stopped after the original “Saw,”

which was not only creative and original, but gut wrenching. (But hey! Start
getting pumped for “Saw VII” in 3-D
this Halloween!)
Both psychological horror and
monster horror films deserve more
attention. Although nothing has topped
“The Grudge” or “The Ring” since their
releases in terms of scariness, the
genre remains very promising if writers
start writing original stories instead of
stealing existing ones.
“The Wolfman” was far from perfect,
but a step in the right direction to get
monster flicks back in the right direction (and out of the sparkly sunlight).
The classic ghost film is at least getting
looked at now; after the underdog success of “Paranormal Activity,” scripts
are already being tossed around for
this Halloween’s sequel.
But horror’s best chance of survival
lies in the recently popular zombie
genre. In the past 10 years, fans have
been treated to wave (“28 Days Later”)
after wave (“Shaun of the Dead”) after
wave (“Dawn of the Dead”) of really
solid zombie films, some that focus on
the corny and cooky (“Zombieland”),
and others that are truly frightening
(“The Descent”).
The latest installment, “The Crazies,”
is a remake of the George Romero
classic 1973 film. Set in rural Iowa,
a government toxin spills into a tiny
farm-town’s drinking water and starts
turning the population into mindless
killers. Survivors are in for another
surprise when the government tries to
contain the disaster (I’ll give you one
guess whether they help the survivors
or shoot at them).
Viewers will be pleasantly surprised
to find that not only is the movie a
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Why Horror Still
Has a Chance

great example of a zombie film, but the
story, acting and production values are
all great as well. The best and scariest part of this film is in the stare; yes,
the simple, dead-eyed stare that the
infected people have makes you more
uncomfortable than any pitchfork-stabbing or buzzsaw-shredding moments
in the film.
The only downside to the film is that,
for a zombie film, there aren’t a whole
lot of zombies. A majority of the film is
spent watching the survivors dodge
the overzealous containment units and
avoid the scariest villain of all: drinking water. But when the lights get shut
off or the music fades out, you know
you’re in for a zombie-fight of high
caliber.
The best part of the film is specific
to us as Taylor students; guess what
little rural town the film’s Ogden Marsh
looks exactly like? The lonely roads
and cornfields makes the film all the
creepier because us TU students
are suddenly wondering what the
best zombie escape routes are in our
dorms. If you see any horror film here
in Upland, make it this one.
“The Crazies” is horror (specifically,
zombie-horror) done right. Hollywood
needs to pay attention to the gems like
this and stop insulting fans with bad
movies. This genre deserves more than
chopped limbs and sex scenes.
And if it takes a thousand more murdered zombies to do it, than so be it.
(P.S. Morris is best-suited for a zombie attack. We’ve done the research.)

The Crazies

sensational
covers of your
favorite songs
Mic Christopher and Glen Hansard covering Bob Dylan’s
“You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere”
Search terms: Hansard Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere
Seu Jorge and Ana Carolina covering Damien Rice’s
“Blowers Daughter”
Search terms: Seu Jorge Isso Ai

Dr. Edward Zimmerman
Concert

Scratch My Back
Peter Gabriel

The Bad Plus covering Nirvana’s
“Smells Like Teen Spirit”
Search terms: Bad Plus Teen Spirit Hollywood

Dr. Edward Zimmerman could be likened to the Joe Satriani
of the organ world. After providing a humorous account of the
traveling blunders that brought him to Taylor, Dr. Zimmerman
unleashed “Festival Chorale, Op. 20,” which is, in my opinion, a
gem of the historic organ annals.
Zimmerman was at times moving, at other times soothing,
but overall, his organ prowess was altogether inspirational.
A highlight of the evening was “Toccata and Fugue in D Minor,” which seemed to be a crowd favorite and evoked a lot of
head nods, as if the audience was silently acknowledging that
the song was in their iTunes Top 25 Most Played Songs playlist.
If the title of this song does not ring a bell for you, hearken
back to the favorite (and likely only) animated musical of your
childhood, Disney’s “Fantasia.” “Toccata and Fugue in D Minor”
is the piece used in the opening scenes of the movie, but the
recording used by Disney fails to do the arrangement justice, a
justice that was served by Zimmerman as he tickled the ivories
into exhaustion with his performance of the beloved song.
Aside from being severely outnumbered by the 60+ age
group and feeling an instant compulsion to associate pipe organs with Dracula, Dr. Edward Zimmerman’s performance was
nothing short of exquisite and has whet my appetite for upcoming music performances such as the Chorale Spring Concert
(April 10) and Wind Ensemble Concert (April 12).

Peter Gabriel’s latest studio release, “Scratch My Back,” is
a cover album, covering a curious array of artists, like Radiohead, Neil Young, David Bowie and Arcade Fire. The concept,
as hinted by the title, is that the artists covered on the initial
release will each reinterpret one of Gabriel’s songs for a second
release.
Gabriel’s covers are, on the whole, slower than the originals
and often they strain to establish a clear direction, stuck in a
pattern of what can only be described as sonic floundering.
The arrangements seem to be trying to achieve some sort of
hybrid between Randy Newman’s “Sail Away” album and that
Rufus Wainwright brand of baroque pop, yet the memories
of the original songs refuse to cooperate, at times sounding
downright awkward.
Nevertheless, Gabriel’s voice is still rich and brilliant, not at all
diminished in register. It peaks with the exact force and clarity of
“Red Rain” 24 years ago, yet at the same time seems relieved
of its yearning—a familiar condition of a songwriter in his senescence. No doubt the album’s gems fall back-to-back, with an
aching rendition of Bon Iver’s “Flume” and a more introspective
take on the Talking Heads’ “Listening Wind.”
Though certainly worth a listen or two, the covers on
“Scratch My Back” can’t compete with the originals and it
seems Gabriel’s best years are now well behind him.

The Roots covering Jimi Hendrix’s
“Machine Gun”
Search terms: Roots Machine Gun Langerado 2008

Colby Spear

Steve Etheridge

Do you enjoy reading this page? If not, please send concerns, questions, or potential
contributions to our customer service representative at colby_spear@taylor.edu
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The Muppet Show covering The Beatles’
“While My Guitar Gently Weeps”
Search terms: Muppets While My Guitar

Change Iraq

one

child at a time.

Join our team serving at
English-speaking Christian
schools in secure
northern

Iraq.

Visit www.csmedes.org
to learn more.
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Only one week?

By Brittany Unruh
Columnist
Green week was apparently quite the
success. Most dorms (with one very
clear exception) saved a large percentage of their average power. With this
obvious success, why should this be
only a week-long push?
Though it may be unofﬁcial, we should
continue this effort toward green-ness.
I am not under the illusion that I’m an
über-green hippy, but I do see the merit
in turning off some lights every now
and again.
I do not think that we need to stop
bathing, brushing our teeth or using
lights, but I do think it’s logical to incorporate several money- and energysaving practices into our everyday lives.
I am not asking you to start wearing
Birkenstock sandals, or to stop buying
clothes, but I would encourage you to
try some easy and practical “green” living ideas.
Although some individuals opted out
of doing laundry last week (again, something I am not recommending even if
for purely selﬁsh reasons), those people
will begin to wash again. Since washing
will signiﬁcantly add to our energy consumption, we can still maintain other
ways of saving energy and continue in
the spirit of conservation.
On a similar note, there were some
who opted out of bathing last week (except for a few Gerig girls who seemed to
have fulﬁlled all of their bathing needs
on First English). As people begin showering again, we should still consider
ways to conserve energy when bathing
and washing laundry: do LESS laundry,
and if you wear a shirt once and it is still
clean, hang it back up! I am telling you
now, it is socially acceptable. (Smellcheck it ﬁrst, though.)
When you take a shower, turn off the
water when you’re not using it; you will
be surprised at how much water you

OPINIONS

can save. Furthermore, there is no reason why dorms with suites should keep
their suite lights on when they are not in
use — same with the bathroom lights.
Similarly, during the day, there is
little or no need for room lights if your
room has an adequate window. I am an
English Lit. major, and I can do plenty
of reading without straining my eyes
during the day using only the sunlight
in my room.
Also, instead of using paper towels in
your dorm restroom facilities, designate an extra washcloth or towel in your
room that you use in place of the paper
towels. Though you will have to add that
into your wash-load, one washcloth is

“Though it may
be unofﬁcial,
we should
continue this
effort toward
green-ness.”
not a momentous addition to a laundry
load. Several hunks of paper towel a day
can become a signiﬁcant amount.
Lastly, unplug gratuitous electronics, because keeping items plugged in
wastes electricity.
Even if you don’t care about the environment, just think about how much
money these practices could save Taylor, and yourself, in the future. If we
continue to save even just a percentage
of energy, we can save Taylor money
over time to use toward many useful
things like ceiling lights, air conditioning for dorms without it or several of
Taylor’s ongoing projects.
For those of you who do care about
the environment, I feel as though it has
been fairly well established what these
new “green” habits could do for the environment, so consider this a friendly
reminder.

On riding copilot

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
Sitting shotgun is a matter of power.
Music’s too loud in the back? Heat’s too
high? The backseat’s comfort depends
on the mercy of the copilot.
He is endowed with the awesome responsibility of locking the doors when a
hobo or youth group carwash comes to
the window begging for money. He has
an unrestricted view of the entire road,
a window that opens all the way, and
legroom that is beyond ample.
He enjoys all the privileges of the
driver but without the burden of keeping the passengers safe. Determining
who’s bestowed the honor of shotgun,
then, is an issue of great consequence.

“... the Bible, as
far as I can tell,
gives no clearcut guidelines for
shotgun calling.”
Yet it seems every group of friends has
a different set of rules to determine who
rides shotgun. Far too often, though,
these rules preclude common sense and
equal opportunity, leading to frustration, contention, and, if you’re friends
with Freddy Krueger, death.
An example of this, as found in the
outrageously stupid Facebook group
“The Ofﬁcial Rules for Calling Shotgun,” is that one can call shotgun once
they establish clear sight of the car.
This rule is not only disadvantageous
to near-sighted and short people, but
is completely dependent on everybody
playing always telling the truth about
when they actually see the car, which
obviously will not happen.

26%
19%
15%
13%
12%
9%
4%
2%

Another rule-set, adhered to by an
alarming number of people, is that one
can call shotgun as soon as they start
wandering towards the car, even if
they’re indoors. This, of course, makes
the moment when one can ﬁrst call
shotgun way too ambiguous, and people
then are prone to pushing the boundaries on how early they call it, inevitably
resulting in all sorts of nasty conﬂict
and physical injury.
Then there are your apathetic, ﬂimsywilled types who simply let whoever
feels like sitting up front do so. This
kind of arrangement is prone to enabling passive-aggressive behavior and
disproportionate front seat opportunities, as taller and fatter friends subconsciously feel more entitled to the additional legroom and seat space.
While it’d be convenient to have a
Christian standard to adhere to for this
sort of thing, the Bible, as far as I can
tell, gives no clear-cut guidelines for
shotgun calling. Between all the ﬂuff
about grace and brotherly love and
wholehearted giving, there’s very little
mention of chariot etiquette.
An abstract interpretation of Leviticus, I’ve found, provides some guidance, but I’ll let you be the judge as to
whether it’s practical: “If neither of two
men agrees to sit in the back seat, they
shall each kill one bullock and offer
its head at the altar. He whose ﬂames
turn blue ﬁrst shall hold the right to
the seat. If they turn blue at the same
time, a body of elders should be called
on to judge a rematch. If one’s bullock’s
eyeballs burst at any given time, it’s an
automatic victory. If he who slew the
bullock forgets to sprinkle blood before
the altar, he not only forfeits the seat,
but dies.”
No disrespect to Leviticus, but all my
research indicates that the best system
is to permit calling shotgun only once
everyone’s body is entirely out of the
building, en route to the car. This allows
for a precise, discernible moment from
which shotgun calling can commence,
leaving little room for disagreement,
disadvantage, or dishonest play.
Granted, it’s not a perfect system, but
I cannot ﬁnd or conceive of a way as efﬁcient and uncomplicated as this one.
Prove me wrong, and I’ll gladly take
a backseat.
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CHAPEL
CURSE WORDS NOT FOUND IN THE BIBLE
TV*
OSTRACIZING CATHOLICS
STARTING RUMORS ABOUT PRETTIER GIRLS
BRAGGING ABOUT GIVING UP THINGS FOR LENT
PUTTING THE SEAT DOWN
PAYING CHILD SUPPORT
*EXCEPT "LOST," "30 ROCK," "MODERN FAMILY," "PARKS AND
RECREATION," "COMMUNITY," AND "THE OFFICE."

All men are created equal

By Chris Clampitt
Columnist
How many of us haven’t asked or
haven’t been told about “Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell?” It was signed in 1993 by
Bill Clinton as a compromise with social
conservatives who wanted the military
to continue prosecuting gays and lesbians in the military. Public Law 103-160
prohibits military personnel from pursuing the disclosure of non-heterosexual orientations (“Don’t Ask”), while also
prohibiting gays, lesbians and bisexuals
from disclosing their sexual orientation
(“Don’t Tell”).
Since its inception, nearly 14,000
servicemen and women – many in vital
areas such as Arabic translation – were
discharged, and estimates put the accumulated cost of the policy at around
$363 million.
Fortunately, DADT is about to be repealed. Top military and government
ofﬁcials such as Colin Powell, General
David Petraeus, and many others have
already called for its repeal, which was
one of President Obama’s campaign
promises.
Polls indicate that the American public, including a majority of conservatives, supports the repeal as well – even
John McCain said several years ago that
he would defer to military opinion concerning the policy, although he recently
and abruptly became supportive of
DADT in obvious political pandering.
Those who support DADT appear
to be on their last bits of venom – the
Family Research Council, for example,
desperately denounces repeal attempts
as the “sexualization of our military,”

and asked people to sign a “petition to
protect American troops.”
The Military Readiness Enhancement
Act, which would disallow discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
in the military, was just sponsored
by Senator Lieberman, and President
Obama already indicated his intentions
to sign should it pass.
So where are the evangelicals?
If evangelicals truly ‘loved the sinner
and hated the sin,’ why haven’t they
been leading the repeal efforts? From
the standpoint of the Constitution, “All
men are created equal” and any law
that actively discriminates based upon
a spurious criterion (e.g. sexual orientation) is an offense to that equality and
anti-American.
DADT’s repeal would be an excellent
opportunity for evangelicals to show
that, although they do not recognize the
legitimacy of same-sex desire for theological reasons, they nevertheless recognize how gay and lesbian individuals

The new motion detectors for the lights in the
academic buildings are a good idea to save energy
in theory, but the execution has been ridiculous. I
was in the Galleria bathroom this Friday when the
lights went out on me. I talked to other people, and I
am not the only one to experience this problem. The
motion detectors do not detect motion in the stalls
and they are on 10 minute timers (as I estimated

are unjustly discriminated against in
society.
Is this what has happened? No.
Rather, in the same way that many
Christians complied with American segregation and South African apartheid,
evangelicals are complying with “Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell.” No evangelical seriously suggests that divorced individuals should be barred from the military
– yet they apparently see no issue with
a discriminatory policy such as DADT.
This is the smoking gun of evangelical hypocrisy: Evangelicals have their
opportunity to ‘love the sinner and hate
the sin’ but it appears that ‘hating the
sinner and hating the sin’ is what is actually on the agenda.
Perhaps I’m being too pessimistic –
after all, there’s still time for evangelicals to voice their support for the repeal
of DADT. Or perhaps I’m being too optimistic – after all, is this anything more
than a repeat of history?

from when I was in a pinch this Saturday, and used
the Galleria restroom again, and decided to look at
my watch when I went in and when I got the light
back on). The ability for a system like this to be
implemented with minimum foresight or practical
testing amazes me.
- Jorge Fernandez, Junior

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3
p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due
to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Baseball builds early chemistry
By Daniel Morrill
Contributor
Team chemistry is one of the
most debated topics in sports.
Some believe that talent reigns
supreme and that a team does
not need to be “together” in
order to have success. But ask
any member of the Taylor baseball team, and they will tell you
that good team chemistry is essential.
“Team chemistry is huge for
our success,” senior Nate Hillery said. “Its deﬁnitely one of
the reasons why we are as good
as we are.”
The teammates do not only
talk about building chemistry
and relationships; they practice
it.
“We spend a lot of time
watching movies, hanging out,
and doing lots of eating,” Hillery said. “We eat almost every
meal together. We’re always together when getting extra work
in hitting or lifting, and just doing the usual stuff that everyday
college students do.”
The team’s Bahama trip over
J-Term shaped the their unity
for the season. The players lived
together on the road before ever
hitting the ﬁeld.
“I think that most of the
chemistry was developed on
our Bahamas trip, “ freshman
Jordan Coffey said. “Being
with the guys in a fun, warm

week in review

Timmy Huynh

Ryne Otis slides back to ﬁrst base during a fall scrimmage. Last weekend, the baseball team
won two out of their three games against Bryan College, scoring a combined 43 runs.
environment for three weeks
kind of made everybody come
together. It was a good time for
us to form our chemistry before
the season started as opposed
to during season.”
Whether team chemistry is
the main factor or not, Taylor
has played well thus far this
season. After two weekends of
play, Taylor sits at 5-2 and averages eleven runs a game. Still,
the team is not playing up to
their standards.

“As well as we’ve been doing
at the plate, we still haven’t executed well,” Hillery said. “It’s
scary to think what our potential is if we haven’t peaked yet.
We still have a lot of room to
improve.”
As the team takes on St. Catharine College today and tomorrow in St. Catharine, Kentucky,
they will look to sharpen their
attention to detail and overall
awareness.
“Whether it be our plate ap-

proach, knowledge of the opposing team, or something as
little as knowing which way the
wind is blowing,” said Coffey.
“It’s the little things that will
take this team a long way.”
Whether it is getting to know
the ins and outs of the ﬁeld
that they will be playing on,
or getting to know their teammates in an effort to build team
chemistry, Taylor will continue
to make an effort to learn and
improve every day.

NFL Draft crucial to on-ﬁeld success
By Jake Sittler
Contributor
Besides the glorious three
and a half weeks of college basketball’s March Madness, the
NFL Draft is the most dramatic
sporting event of the spring.
Not convinced that watching
commissioner Roger Goodell
read off a player’s name every
15 minutes is quality entertainment? Let me shed a little light.
The Draft is basically highstakes poker, except with exponentially more money involved.
Make the right moves and
choose the right players enough
times and fans will ﬁll the
stands (unless you’re Jacksonville), wins will follow, and your
team might get the chance to
play for a championship.

If teams choose wrongly
though, they are stuck with
a cumbersome contract and
heads will eventually roll.
The NFL prides itself on parity and the competition is cutthroat, so the Draft is a crucial
separator between good teams
and mediocre ones.
Head coaches Dick Jauron in
Buffalo and Jim Zorn in Washington were axed in the past
year due to their inability to
build competitive teams, and
poor drafting was a major part
of that in both scenarios.
Since Jauron was hired in
2006, the Bills had yet to put
together a draft in which more
than one or two players went on
to be major contributors. Their
2009 ﬁrst rounder, defensive
end Aaron Maybin, recorded all

of 11 tackles last season.
Washington’s 2009 ﬁrstrounder Brian Orakpo is going
to be a star, but he is the ﬁrst
high draft pick since 2005 to
become an above-average player for the Redskins.
On the other hand the two
most successful teams this year,
the New Orleans Saints and Indianapolis Colts, have strung
together several years of solid
draft selections.
The Saints have a knack for
ﬁnding at least one or two major impact players in the Draft’s
later rounds. Since 2004 the
Saints have drafted three starting wide receivers, the most
notable of which was leading
receiver Marques Colston, the
252nd player selected in the
2006 draft.

They also have plucked three
starting offensive lineman out
of the 4th round or lower (including All-Pro G Jahri Evans)
since ’04.
The Colts and owner Bill
Polian are the league’s gold
standard when it comes to the
Draft. Polian and his team of
scouts are experts at identifying
players of high-character who
can ﬁt into Indy’s schemes immediately.
Linebacker Clint Session
(4th round, 2006), and receivers Pierre Garcon (6th round,
2008) and Austin Collie (4th
round, 2009) all were players
that ﬂew under the radar of
most teams but have become
major contributors.

Baseball
(5-2, 0-0)
Baseball has rolled off to
a good start with a 5-2
record. The team most
recently played a win/loss
doubleheader against Bryan
College (Dayton, Tenn.).
Despite a 14-9 Taylor lead,
the ﬁrst game ended with a
disheartening loss to Bryan
17-16. However, the Trojans
were able to come back in
the second game and win
14-3 for a combined total of
30 runs during the doubleheader. Over the span of the
two games, freshman Jordan
Coffey recorded nine RBIs
and his ﬁrst home run while
at Taylor.
The baseball team will travel
to Kentucky for their next
game where they play St.
Catharine College in another
doubleheader.
Upcoming games:
3/5-3/6
1:00/12:00 p.m. vs. St. Catharine College
Softball
(0-0, 0-0)
Softball plays their ﬁrst game
of the season at 10 a.m. today
at the IU Southeast Tournament.
Upcoming games
3/5 10 a.m. vs. Grace
Men’s Track & Field
The men’s track DMR (Distance Medley Relay) team
recorded a time of 10:12.63 in
the NAIA Indoor Championships yesterday afternoon.
They will proceed to the DMR
ﬁnal round on Saturday with
seven other teams.
Upcoming meets:
3/4-3/6
NAIA Indoor
Championships

Women’s Lacrosse
(1-0)
Women’s lacrosse traveled out
west to win their ﬁrst game of
the season against Saint Louis
University with a score of 11-9
on Feb. 27. Women’s lacrosse’s
next game is against Robert
Morris University at 11:00 a.m.
on March 13 at home.
Upcoming games:
3/13 11 a.m. vs. Robert Morris
Men’s Lacrosse
The Taylor men’s lacrosse
team opened their season with
a 12-7 win over Butler during
Wednesday night’s scrimmage.
The team got out to a strong
3-0 lead, and maintained
control throughout the rest of
the game. Sophomore midﬁelder Brian Fraiz led the team
with 5 goals, and senior attack
Chey West and freshman attack Chris Baker each added 2
goals.
Upcoming games:
3/5 6 p.m. vs. DePaul
3/6 12 p.m. vs. Missouri
Baptist
Women’s Track & Field
Sprinters freshman Henrietta Carey and junior Morgan
Achterhoff will both be heading
to the NAIA Indoor Championships in Johnson City, Tenn.,
which began on March 4 after
their strong performances at
the Trine Invitational on
Feb. 19.
Upcoming Meets:
3/4-3/6
NAIA Indoor
Championships

ATHLETEoftheWEEK
JoshHenson

Winter Olympics ﬁnish in style

Timmy Huynh

By Julia Berger
Senior Editor
It has been ﬁve days since the
closing of the 2010 Vancouver
Olympics and somehow TV
seems uninteresting.
There are no disputes to discuss, no thrilling races to make
you sit on the edge of your seat
and no new countries to smack
talk.
The Vancouver Olympics
brought excitement and grandeur.
Throughout the competitive
17 days of games, viewers ex-

perienced a variety of emotions
from the tragic death of luger
Nodar Kumaritashvili to the
multiple epic wins of American
athletes.
Shani Davis, Bode Miller,
Apolo Ohno, Lindsey Vonn and
Shaun White continued their
journey of becoming Olympians
worthy of recognition outside
of the winter games. Newcomers will need to wait and see
how their performances in Vancouver stack up against former
athletes in the next few years
to know if they will be Olympic
legends.

Coming into the games, many
countries had high expectations
for their athletes, and some did
not even come close to meeting
their goals. Russia, for instance,
anticipated winning 40 medals
and ended up with only 15.
With four years remaining
until the 2014 Winter Olympics which will be held in Sochi,
Russia, the country has time to
build and improve its team to
make a good showing.
The U.S., on the other hand,
broke a new record for medals
won by a country in the Vancouver games.

By the end of the competition,
the U.S. won 37 medals, beating Germany’s previous record
of 36 in the 2002 Salt Lake City
Olympics.
This year, Germany ended up
in second place and seven medals behind the U.S.
With the U.S. team successful
at Vancouver, American athletes look to continue and improve their success in Sochi.
There are no more Olympic
competitions, but still plenty of
stories to go around and only
1,434 days until the next Winter
Olympics.
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Name: Joshua C. Henson
Hometown: Spencer, IN
M&M ﬂavor: I’m on a diet; I can’t eat candy
Nickname(s): Henson, Maximus
Favorite Color: Blue
Favorite Cartoon: “Phineas and Ferb”
Favorite Sitcom Character: Shawn Spencer from “Psych”
Favorite Movie: “Gladiator”
Favorite Band/Musician: I don’t listen to music; I listen to
Rush Limbaugh
Favorite Sports Team: The Colts
Favorite Track Event: Long Jump
Most memorable athletic moment: 2nd place Hog Wrestling
Championships, Owen County Fair
Favorite TV show: “Psych”
Most creative DC Meal: Sweet tea with exactly seven sugar
packets
Funniest Track Quote: Ladies: Beach Body or Warrior Chest?
Favorite thing about TUTF: Being part of a sports team that
competes to honor the Lord

